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16.	The mistress parted from her lord marvels at the
darkness   to   her   friend.    (* Mistress' stands for Alvdr,
1 lord' for Vishnu).
Thou, fair as Kannan's heaven, when he's away
What ages long it is! He here, a span!
Whether friends stay for many days, or go,
We grieve. Yet, be this spreading darkness blest1
In spite of many a cunning trick it has.
Times of conscious communion with God seem all too short, times
of separation insufferably long, so that in any case the soul suffers
from the vagaries of time.
17.	The mistress gases at  the sea and speaks of the
vanished track of the lord's chariot.
Hail, stormy sea, where, on his serpent couch,
Rests Perumal,2 like to a bright black sun
Of sapphire, pouring forth glowing darkness!
Make not a dusk with thy full waves, nor hide
Track of his car who left me in the dark.
18.	The maid speaks in pity for her mistress who is
dejected because the rainy season has come and her lord has
7iot returned.
The sky has gripped the sea and risen: the sea
In turn has taken hold of sky,3  Is this
That time4 when ocean seizes Kannan's earth
And heaven and rises high, or but the time
Of showers ? . . . Her tears are flowing like the sea.
1	Ironical praise.
2	Perumal:   Vishnu, who rests always on Adis"eshan, the primeval
serpent on the sea of milk,.  The sea is a figure for the worldly life
which tends to obscure the Alvar's thought of his fellow devotees ; the
track of the car possibly indicates his memory of them.
3	cf. for the description of the indistinguishability of sea and sky
A Winters Tale, HI, i i i.
1 i.e., the time of Pralaya, the great deluge that ends an age. * Is
this the complete absorption of the temporal in the eternal, or a more
ordinary occasion ?'

